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Abstract 
It is generally assumed that hashing is essential to solve many language processing problems 
efficiently; e.g. symbol table formation and maintenance, grammar manipulation, basic block 
optimization, and global optimization. This paper questions this assumption, and initiates 
development of an efficient alternative compiler methodology without hashing or sorting. The 
methodology rests on efficient solutions to the basic problem of detecting duplicate values in 
a multiset, which we call multiset discrimination. 
Paige and Tarjan (1987) gave an efficient solution to multiset discrimination for detecting 
duplicate elements occurring in a multiset of varying length strings. The technique was used to 
develop an improved algorithm for lexicographic sorting, whose importance stems largely from 
its use in solving a variety of isomorphism problems (Aho et al., 1974). The current paper and 
a related paper (Paige, 1994) show that full lexicographic sorting is not needed to solve these 
isomorphism problems, because they can be solved more efficiently using straightforward 
extensions to the simpler multiset discrimination technique. By reformulating language pro- 
cessing problems in terms of multiset discrimination, we also show how almost every subtask of 
compilation can be solved without hashing in worst case running time no worse (and frequently 
better) than the best previous expected time solution (under the assumption that one hash 
operation takes unit expected time). Because of their simplicity, our solutions may be of 
practical as well as theoretical interest. 
The various applications presented culminate with a new algorithm to solve iterated strength 
reduction folded with useless code elimination that runs in worst case asymptotic time and 
auxiliary space O( IL1 + (PI), where IL1 and 115’1 represent the lengths of the initial and 
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optimized programs, respectively. The previous best solution due to Cocke and Kennedy (1977) 
takes R(1L13 1L’j) has operations in the worst case. 
1. Introduction 
An important practical and theoretical question in Computer Science is whether 
there are algorithms whose worst case performance can match the expected perfor- 
mance of solutions that utilize hashing. In the context of this broader question, we 
initiate an investigation of efficient compilation without hashing, and, consequently, 
raise some doubts about the prevailing view that hashing (e.g. universal hashing [7]) 
is essential to an efficient implementation of the various subtasks of compilation from 
symbol table management [3] to reduction in strength by hashed temporaries [lo]. 
Throughout this paper we assume a sequential RAM model of computation under 
a uniform cost criterion [2] or the more restricted pointer machine [19, 351, which 
prohibits address arithmetic. 
Aho et al. [3] present only two data structures for storing symbol tables - a linear 
linked list (with linear search time) and a hash table. They also propose these two data 
structures for methods to turn an expression tree into a dag, and for the more general 
basic block optimization of value numbering. Hashing is involved in preprocessing for 
global optimizations to perform constant propagation [38], global redundant code 
elimination [S], and code motion [12]. The best algorithms for strength reduction 
[4, lo] rely on hashed temporaries to obtain practical implementations. 
There are several reasons why hashing is used in these applications. Given a set of 
n elements, hashing supports membership testing, element addition, and element 
deletion of unit-space data in O(1) expected time and O(n) auxiliary space. The 
method of universal hashing, due to Carter and Wegman [7], is especially desirable, 
since the expected O(1) time is independent of the input distribution. Universal 
hashing is well suited to applications uch as compilation, where a hash table used to 
implement he symbol table does not have to persist beyond a single compilation run. 
In the applications mentioned above hashing leads to simple on-line algorithms 
supporting immediate storage/access. Consequently various phases of compilation 
can be carried out incrementally with few passes and with good space utilization. 
However, liberal use of hashing incurs certain costs. Let N and M be two positive 
integers with N b M, and consider a hash function h : (0,. .., N} + (0, . . . , M} defined 
by the rule h(x) = ((ax + b) mod N)mod M, where input argument x and constants 
a and b belong to (0, . . . , N}. Even discounting the costs of collisions and rehashing, 
the calculation of a single hash operation h(x) is much greater than the cost of an 
array or pointer access. Mairson proved that for any “minimal” class of universal hash 
functions there exists a bad input set on which every hash function will not perform 
much better than binary search [21]. The slow speed of SETL [31], observed in the 
SETL implemented ADA-ED compiler [l], has been attributed to an overuse of 
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hashing [33]. And a hash table implementation involving an array twice the size of the 
data set is another cost. Arrays lack the benefits offered by linked lists - namely, easy 
dynamic allocation, dynamic maintenance, and easy integration with other data 
structures. Finally, although on-line algorithms are vital to incremental compilation, 
batch processing may often suffice. 
This paper presents new algorithms for all of the applications mentioned above 
with worst case asymptotic time and space that either matches or exceeds the expected 
performance of the best previous algorithms that utilize hashing (under the assumption 
that a single hash operation takes unit time). This is achieved by reformulating these 
language processing problems in terms of subproblems that can be solved efficiently 
using several simple algorithmic tools (that exclude sorting), the most important of 
which is multiset discrimination; i.e. finding all duplicate values in a multiset. 
In [25] Paige and Tarjan used multiset discrimination of varying length strings to 
design an efficient lexicographical sorting algorithm. However, the focus of that paper 
was on lexicographic sorting, whose importance stems largely from its use in solving 
a variety of isomorphism problems [2]. No other application of multiset discrimina- 
tion was mentioned. In the current paper together with [24] we uncover the greater 
significance of multiset discrimination by showing how a straightforward extension of 
Paige and Tarjan’s technique to a more general class of datatypes, including sequences 
of trees and dags, can solve these isomorphism problems more efficiently than 
methods based on full lexicographic sorting. We also demonstrate how the generaliz- 
ed multiset discrimination method can help improve the theoretical performance of 
over one dozen applications to language processing, and virtually every aspect of 
compiling from front-end macro processing through optimization by strength reduc- 
tion. These applications include the following. 
(a) Array- or list-based symbol tables can be formed during lexical scanning with 
unit-time curser or pointer storage/access. These tables may then be used to support 
an efficient implementation of hygienic macro expansion [S]. 
(b) Many grammar transformations can be implemented efficiently using multiset 
string discrimination. Included in this paper is a new linear time left factoring 
transformation. Simpler forms of this “heuristic” transformation were previously 
studied by Stearns [32] and others (see also [3, 203) to turn non-LL context free 
grammars into LL grammars. 
(c) An expression tree-to-dag transformation is implemented without hashing in 
a simpler way than before and in linear time and space. Several applications include 
one in which a linear pattern matching algorithm (e.g. [16]) can be turned into an 
efficient nonlinear matching algorithm, where each subtree equality check takes unit 
time. The method is also used to perform basic block optimizations (previously 
carried out by hashing “value numbers” [3, 111) without hashing. It also leads to 
a faster solution to the program equivalence problem used in integration by Yang 
et al. [41] and Yang [40]. 
(d) Although the main parts of algorithms for global constant propagation [38], 
global common subexpression detection [S], and code motion [12] do not use 
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hashing, the preprocessing portions for each of these algorithms do. Such hashing can be 
eliminated without penalty by efficient construction and maintenance ofthe symbol table. 
(e) Strength reduction [4,10,11,15,18,30) has remained one of the most complex, 
least understood, and most practical of the machine independent program optimiza- 
tions. The strength reduction transformation presented by Cocke and Kennedy [lo] 
may be the most practical reduction in strength algorithm published in the literature. 
Although the transformation due to Allen, et al. [4] is more powerful (since it can 
reduce multivariate products) and analyzes control flow more deeply, that algorithm 
can also degrade performance by introducing too many sums in order to remove nests 
of products (as was shown in [23]). Although Knoop and Steffen’s approach [18] is 
more general, their algorithm is more difficult to implement, and its runtime perfor- 
mance may require exponential time. 
We solve three progressively more complex versions of the Cocke and Kennedy 
transformation without hashing and with superior worst case time and space than the 
expected performance in previous hash-based solutions [lo]. In the final version an 
algorithm is presented to solve iterated strength reduction folded with useless code 
elimination in worst case asymptotic time and auxiliary space linear in the maximum 
text length of the initial and optimized programs. This solution has additional 
practical and theoretical significance, because it achieves an important goal in pro- 
gram optimization methodology to combine two technically different program optim- 
izations without sacrificing performance. 
2. Partial tool kit for algorithm design without hashing 
There are many simple combinatorial problems for which hashing seems like the 
natural, perhaps only, way to obtain an efficient solution. These in&de such basic 
computations as 
l set union, difference, and intersection; 
l multiset string discrimination; i.e. finding all duplicates in a multiset of strings; 
l Given a set S of pairs and an indexed collection of sets { Tl , . . . , T,}, compute the set 
ofpairs{[j,c]:3iI([i,c]ESandjET)}. 
Although hashing may seem like a panacea, it does incur costs, and one should not 
overlook the many contexts in which the preceding computations can be solved by an 
efficient hash-free approach. 
In [22] Paige presented adifferent more general discussion of principles underlying 
hash-free algorithms for simple set operations. A few sharper techniques with a focus 
on multiset discrimination are discussed below. 
2.1, Terminology 
Throughout this paper it is convenient o make use of notations and terminology 
for specifying algorithms. If x is a variable, then expression ref(x) is a pointer to x, and 
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expression deref(ref(x)) is the value stored in x. If x is a record with field g, then the 
term x. g retrieves the value of field g in record x. Different brackets are used to 
distinguish between sets, multisets, and sequences. A collection of (not necessarily 
distinct) values c 1, . . . , c, can be formed into a set (which only contains distinct values 
from the enumerated values c r, . . . . c,), a multiset, or a sequence by writing 
{c 1, . . . . c,}, (cr,...,~), and [cr,..., c,], respectively The empty set, empty multiset, 
and empty sequence are denoted by { }, ( ), and [I, respectively. If R is a finite set, 
multiset, or sequence, then the number of elements in R is denoted by #R. An 
arbitrary element chosen from R is denoted by sR; if R has no elements, then 3R is 
undefined. A finite map is defined as a set of pairs, and can be either single- or 
multi-valued. Single-valued application of a map g to an argument a is denoted by 
g(a), which is undefined if a does not belong to the domain of g or if g is multi-valued 
at a. Multi-valued map application is denoted by g{a}, which represents the set 
{b: [a, b] E g}. If R is a finite nonempty set, then a partition P of R is any collection of 
pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets of R (called the blocks of P) whose union is all of R. 
If P and Q are two partitions over the same finite set R, then Q is a rejinement of P if 
every block of Q is a subset of some block of P. 
If S is a finite set, then S * represents the set of finite sequences of values belonging 
to S. Ifs is a sequence, then s(i) denotes the value occurring in the ith component of s, 
where s(l) is the value in the first or leftmost component. Two sequences are equal if 
they have the same length and are component-wise qual. The term s(i . .j) is used to 
denote the subsequence of s from the ith to the jth component. The term s(. .i) is an 
abbreviation for prefix ~(1. j), and s(i . .) is an abbreviation for suffix s(i . . #s). If i > j, 
then s(i . . j) equals [ 1. Ifs and t are two sequence, then st denotes the concatenation of 
s and t. 
Strings are treated in the conventional way as a special case of sequences over 
a finite alphabet. They are written with contiguous components and without bracket 
delimiters; e.g. abed and not [a, b, c, d]. Single characters are regarded as one-symbol 
strings when they are used as arguments in concatenation. 
2.2. Basic multiset discrimination 
Although multiset discrimination has been described in simple terms as finding 
duplicate values in a finite multiset, we can give the problem greater operational 
significance by adding one level of indirection. A new, more useful, characterization of 
multiset discrimination is the problem of function inversion; i.e. partitioning a finite 
set into preimages of a function that is defined on the set. More formally, the multiset 
discrimination problem inputs two sets I’ and S, and a lambda term Ix. e : V+ S 
called a discriminator. It outputs the pair [F,f], where 
(1) F = {(Lx. e)y: y E V} is the subset of distinct discriminator values in S that 
underly the multiset M = ((Ax. e)y: y E V), and 
(2) f= {[(lx. e)y, y]: y E V} is a multi-valued map from F to preimage sets con- 
tained in V with respect o the discriminator. 
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This problem with its two main aspects - inverting a function and finding duplicate 
values in a multiset - is basic. It is central to the database index formation techniques 
within Willard’s database predicate retrieval theory [39]. It is essential to Earley’s 
program optimization by iterator inversion [ 141. It was also used by Paige and Tarjan 
to design new algorithms for the minimization of one-symbol finite automata [26] 
and lexicographic sorting [25]. 
For both algorithms found in [25,26-J, a special instance of multiset discrimination 
was used in which S is a finite alphabet, and the discriminator is LX. h(x)(Z), 
where h : V+ S* maps each element x E V to a string h(x) over symbols in S, and 
h(x)(Z) is the Zth symbol of the string. We extend that solution in order to solve 
the more general multiset discrimination problem for sets S with elements that can 
belong to a wide variety of datatypes, and for a more general class of discrimi- 
nators. 
Set S is implemented by a data structure D called a directory, which stores a distinct 
element of S in each accessible component of D. It is not necessary to distinguish 
between an endogenous implementation of S in which the elements of S are stored 
entirely within the directory, and an exogenous implementation i  which the directory 
stores pointers to the elements of S [36]. If x is an element of the directory in an 
exogenous implementation, then implicit dereferencing is assumed in contexts where 
it is clear that the actual value is needed. However, it is useful to distinguish two 
related implementations of the directory. In one of these implementations the direc- 
tory is an array that is accessed using cursors (i.e. integers 1,. . . , # S) so that distinct 
cursors locate distinct elements of S. In the other implementation the directory is an 
arbitrary set of locations accessible by pointer. In either case, when two references to 
the directory are unequal (a unit-time operation), then the values they refer to must 
also be unequal. 
The two implementations just described are combined below in a single abstract 
basic multiset discrimination procedure with three input parameters. Parameter 
directory is the built-in function name derefin pointer-based multiset discrimination. 
It is the name of the array storing S in the array-based implementation. Parameter 
Eocs is the set { ref(x): x E V} of all pointers to the elements of V (the discriminator 
domain) in both implementations. Parameter discriminator is a lambda term 
Ax. e that maps pointers p E lots into references (either cursors or pointers) to 
elements of S. In the array-based implementation with array S-array storing the 
directory, then discriminator(p) is a cursor such that S_array(discriminator( p)) stores 
the corresponding element of S. In the pointer-based directory implementation 
discriminator(p) is a pointer to the corresponding element deref(discriminator( p)) 
of s. 
Output set F is a list of cursors (respectively, pointers) to elements of the directory 
for the array-based (respectively, pointer-based) implementation of S. Output map 
fhas the same representation i  both implementations. For each element x belonging 
to F, image setf(directory(x)} equals {y: y E lots and discriminator(y) = x}, which is 
stored as a list of back pointers to elements of V. 
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Fig. 1. Data structure abstraction for basic multiset discrimination. 
Assume thatfix) is initially empty for each x in S. Then procedures md-array and 
mdqointer below implement he two approaches just described. Data structures that 
abstract both approaches are shown in Fig. 1. 
Basic multiset discrimination algorithm 
- - Pointer-based implementation 
proc md_pointer(locs, discriminator) 
return md_basic(locs, discriminator, deref) 
end 
- - Array-based implementation 
proc md_array(locs, discriminator, directory) 
return md_basic(locs, discriminator, directory) 
end 
- - Multiset discrimination driver 
proc md_basic(locs, discriminator, director) 
F := { ) - - F will be the set underlying M 
f:=O 
for each pointer y in lots loop - - linear search through lots 
iff{directory(discriminator(y))} = ( } then 
- - directory(discriminator(y)) is an element of S 
F := F u {discriminator(y)} - - discriminator(y) locates an element of S 
end if 
f(directory(discriminator(y))} :=f{directory(discriminator(y))} u {y> 
end loop 
return [F, f ] 
end 
In the implementation depicted in Fig. 1, the domain of mappingfand the set S are 
shared. Each element z of S is implemented as a record with a field that contains 
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a pointer (with initial value nil representing the empty set) to the set f(z) of back 
pointers to V. It is easy to see that both methods just described can be implemented to 
run in time and space 0( # lots) whenever execution of discriminator(y) takes unit 
time for each y E lots. 
Of course, the efficiency of the two solutions to multiset discrimination rests on the 
key assumption that S is a SET, and that distinct values of discriminator(y) locate 
distinct values in S. Since both methods manipulate unit-space cursors or pointers 
respectively, their efficiency is independent of the type of element of S. Ironically, even 
though Paige and Tarjan only considered the simplest form of multiset discrimination 
in which the elements of S are of type char [25,26], their array-based algorithm is 
easily turned into the polymorphic procedure md-array shown above. 
The alternative implementation by procedure md-pointer is presented for pragmatic 
as well as theoretical reasons. Nonsequential access to an array component involves 
address arithmetic, which is more expensive than pointer access. A numeric repres- 
entation of arbitrary values is somewhat more complex than a pointer representation. 
When numeric representations are used in array access to elements of S, then the 
space for S is proportional to the range of these numbers, which can be much greater 
than the number of elements in either of the sets F, V, or even S itself. 
2.3. Multiset discrimination of sequences 
Multiset discrimination of sequences is a natural extension of basic multiset 
discrimination. In abstract erms, the problem inputs two sets I/ and S, and discrimi- 
nator Ix. e : V+ S*. It outputs the pair [F, f], where 
(1) F = { (Ix.e)y: y E V} is the subset of distinct values in S* that underly the multiset 
M = ((Lx.e)y: y E V), and 
(2) f = { [Lx .e)y, y] : y E V} is a multi-valued map from F to preimage sets contained 
in V with respect o the discriminator. 
This problem is harder than basic multiset discrimination, because the discriminator 
range is not implemented as a directory. Only S is. Our solution essentially builds F as 
a directory for the discriminator ange. 
Paige and Tarjan solved multiset discrimination of sequences for the special case in 
which S is a finite alphabet implemented as an array-based directory, and the 
sequences belonging to M are implemented as arrays (or more precisely, as strings) 
[25]. In order to investigate the general utility of multiset discrimination of sequences, 
we extend their solution by making it polymorphic in S; i.e. by allowing the elements 
of S to belong to a general class of datatypes. We also make the approach more widely 
applicable by allowing the sequences belonging to M to be implemented by lists. 
As in the case of basic multiset discrimination, both array-based (with array 
S_array storing the directory for S) and pointer-based irectories are considered for 
implementing S. It is convenient to augment set S with a unique sentinel value 
denoted by 0, which does not belong to any of the input sequences. We implement 
Vas a set of header records, each providing pointer access to a distinct body that stores 
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a sequence q of elements of S. The body is implemented as a one-way linked list of cells 
with two fields. The data field in the ith cell of a body that stores sequence q makes 
reference (by either pointer or cursor) to the element of S that corresponds to q(i) for 
i = 1, . ..) #q. The #q + 1st list cell is the last cell, and its data field stores a reference 
to the sentinel element of S. Each list cell also has a next field that stores a pointer to 
the next cell in the list, or nil in the case of the last cell. Each header record I contains 
two fields - a first field containing a pointer to the first element of the body, and 
a current-position field containing a pointer to an element (initially the first element) of 
the body. See Fig. 2. 
The abstract formulation of multiset sequence discrimination given below has four 
parameters. As in basic multiset discrimination, parameter directory is used to 
abstract he array- and pointer-based implementations of S. That is, directory equals 
the name of the array (storing S) in the array-based implementation, and deref 
otherwise. As before, parameter lots stores the set of pointers to the elements of I’. 
Parameter discriminator is a lambda term Ax.e that maps pointers p E lots to refer- 
ences discriminator(p) to elements of S. Below we assume that lambda term 
Ax.deref(deref(x).current_position).data is the discriminator. Finally, we have a new 
parameter update, which is a lambda assignment Ix.lhs(x) := &s(x). It maps a pointer 
p E lots, which references header record r, into an assignment h(p) := As(p) that 
updates r.current_position so that it points to the next sequential list cell in the body 
for r. Below we assume that update equals Az.(deref(z).current_position) := 
deref(deref(z).current_position).next). 
It is helpful to explain the abstract multiset sequence discrimination algorithm 
below using virtual fields (i.e. fields not actually implemented) associated with each 
header record r E V. Let sequence q be stored in the body associated with header r. 
Among the virtual fields, let r.pos equal the position in q corresponding to the list cell 
referenced by r.current_position, let r.prejx equal prefix q( ..r.pos - 1) of q, and let 
r. body equal q, Since for each record r E V the initial value of r.current_position is 
Body S 
Fig. 2. Implementation of the initial value of input sequence [a,c, b, d]. 
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a pointer to the first element of its corresponding body, then the initial values of r.pos 
and r.prejx are, respectively, 1 and the empty sequence [I. 
A state of the multiset sequence discrimination algorithm is a partition P of 10~s. 
Each block of P will be designated solved if we know that it is a maximum subset of 
lots with pointers to records with equal bodies. Any block that is not solved will be 
called unsolved. Initially, P contains the whole set lots as a single unsolved block. The 
algorithm repeatedly refines P until every block is solved, and each refinement step 
maintains the following three invariants: 
(1) for each block B of P, every record I referenced by pointers belonging to B has the 
same r . prejix; 
(2) header records referenced by different blocks of P have different pre3x’s; and 
(3) for each pointer p E lots to record r, r.prejx = r.body if directory(discrimina- 
tor( p)) = 0. 
Before describing the refinement step, we see immediately that the three invariants 
hold initially. The initial partition P has only one block lots containing pointers to 
records with prefix [ 1. Eeach p E lots refers to a header r in which r.body is empty if 
directory(discriminator( p)) = 0. 
Starting with this initial state, the algorithm proceeds as long as P contains an 
unsolved block by performing the following refinement step, which is easily shown to 
preserve the three invariants. 
Refine: Remove an arbitrary unsolved block B from P, and perform basic multiset 
discrimination md_basic(B, discriminator, directory). The call to md-basic will com- 
pute the set FF of distinct references directory(discriminator( p)) (pointers or cursors) 
to elements of S (stored in the directory) for each pointer p E B. For each pointer 
y belonging to FF, it also computes the set ff { d irectory( of back pointers to all 
those header records r referenced by pointers p in B such that discriminator(p) equals 
y. The images offf {d irectory( y)} for each y E FF partition B. These images are added 
back to P as new blocks that are designated solved or unsoloed according to the 
following three cases that can arise. 
Case 1: Iff”{ directory( y)> contains only a single back pointer to a record, say r, 
then no other record in V has the same body as r.body by invariant (2) and the 
semantics of md_basic. Hence, this block is solved. 
Case 2: Otherwise, if directory(y) is the sentinel 0, thenff{directory(y)} is the set of 
all pointers to records r referenced by pointers in B such that r.current_position points 
to the last list cell of the body for r, so that r.prejx equals r.body by invariant (3). By 
invariant (2) and the semantics of md-basic, we know that no other record in V has the 
same body as r. body. Hence, this block is solved. 
Case 3: Otherwise, ff { directory( y )} is the set of pointers to all those records 
r referenced by pointers in B with bodies that have the same prefix formed from 
concatenating the value directory(y) E S to the right end of r.prejix. By invariant (2) 
and the semantics of md-basic, we know that no other record in V has such a prefix. 
However, longer prefixes for these records must be examined before their bodies can 
be distinguished. Hence, the current-position field of each of these records must be 
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updated to point to the next list cell in its body; i.e. we perform update(p) for each back 
pointer p Eff {directory( y)}. Since this block must be processed further, it is unsolved. 
The preceding arguments how that invariants (l)-(3) will be preserved by each 
refinement step. The update operation within Case 3 above ensures that the algorithm 
progresses, and that every pointer in Zocs will eventually end up in a block that is 
solved according to Cases 1 or 2. 
The abstract code for multiset sequence discrimination appears just below. In an 
efficient implementation P is represented by a list of blocks, and each block is 
represented by a list of pointers to records in V. 
Multiset sequence discrimination algorithm 
- - Multiset sequence discrimination 
proc md_seq(locs, discriminator, directory, update) 
F := { } - - F will be the set underlying M 
f:= 0 
P := {lots} 
while 3B E P loop 
P := P - {B) 
[ FF, f ] := md_basic(B, discriminator, directory) 
for y E FF loop 
if # fs{ directory(y)} = 1 or directory(y) = 0 then 
- - fl{ directory(y)} contains a maximal set of headers in V whose bodies store the 
- - same sequence 
__ witness points to an arbitrary body among these copies 
witness := deref (3f (directory(y)}).Jirst 
F := F u {witness} 
f {deref(witness)} :=fS{directory(y)} 
for x E ff (directory( y)} loop 
__ make all headers for the same sequence point to the witness body 
1 deref (x). jrst := witness 
2 deref (x).current_position := witness 
end loop 
else 
for z E ff {directory(y)) loop 
update(z) - - make deref (z).current_position point to next list cell 
end loop 
P := P u {fl{directory(y)}} 
end if 
end loop 
end loop 
return [F,f] 
end 
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The preceding algorithm is an abstracted and extended formulation of Paige and 
Tarjan’s technique for multiset discrimination of varying length strings over alphabet 
S [25]. The earlier algorithm used an array-based directory for S and implemented 
strings as “packed” arrays of cursors referencing the directory. The earlier algorithm 
had running time O(m’) and space O(n + k), where it is the number of strings, m’ is the 
total length of the prefixes needed to distinguish the strings, and k = #S. Our 
list-based implementation has the same time and space bounds, but it has the 
advantage of easier memory management. Both this and the earlier array-based 
implementations are simple, and involve one pass through the prefixes of the se- 
quences. Consequently, our proposed applications may be practical. 
Previously, the lexicographic sorting algorithm found in Aho et al. [2] was used to 
solve congruence closure [133 and also tree isomorphism [2]. However, their sorting 
algorithm has the theoretical disadvantage of an O(m + k) complexity in time and 
auxiliary space, where m is the total length of all the input strings. Their algorithm also 
has the practical disadvantage of a complex multipass implementation, and a require- 
ment to map graph structures into explicit “symbols” in a totally ordered alphabet. 
Both these problems can be solved more simply by using the preceding list-based 
method to solve multiset discrimination of sequences. 
2.4. Multiset discrimination of numeric constants 
Multiset discrimination of numeric constants can be solved by treating these 
constants as strings over a k-bit alphabet for arbitrary k, and using an array-based 
directory of size 2k. 
3. Applications 
3.1. Symbol tables 
Multiset discrimination of strings can be used directly to implement a two-pass 
lexical scanner. First the program text in string form is scanned to produce tokens and 
initial pointers to symbol table entries. The symbol table is a multiset of lexemes 
(implemented as a doubly linked list). An additional pass is needed to remove 
redundant entries, and redirect pointers (the lexical values) to distinct entries in the 
modified table, now implemented as a pointer-based “directory”. The performance is 
linear time and space in the length of the input string. Consequently, during the 
compiler phases for syntactic and semantic analysis the symbol table can be accessed 
by pointers instead of by hashing. 
This approach supports the scope rule of block-structured languages conveniently 
if we implement each symbol table entry as a stack of pointers to records that store the 
identifier name (i.e. the symbolic address or l-value) and other attributes. Such 
a symbol table can also be used to implement macro expansion. For example, the 
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hygienic macro expansion algorithm reported by Clinger and Rees [8] frequently 
performs the following operations: (1) replace all occurrences of a bound variable in its 
binding scope by a fresh identifier; (2) store a macro definition together with its 
environment into the symbol table (so that reference transparency can be achieved, i.e. 
when a macro is expanded, identifiers are referenced with respect o the environment 
where the macro is defined - not where it is used); and (3) paint an expansion, i.e. 
replace each identifier d introduced by expansion (i.e. identifiers occurring explicitly in 
the macro body and not within arguments to the macro) by a fresh identifier d’ sharing 
the same symbol table entry with d (so that d’ is interpreted as d in the environment in 
which the macro was defined). By making a new copy of the environment hat was 
originally stored with the macro definition, the original environment is preserved. 
Although Clinger and Rees [8] assume O(1) time for each environment operation, 
a straightforward implementation based on their definition would require a linear 
search through lists that can be as long as the input text. We suggest he following 
more efficient implementation. Let table(x) represent the symbol table entry for 
identifier x. Recall that, within the parsed program text, x is represented by a pointer 
to the symbol table entry table(x), which is implemented as a stack of pointers to 
records (containing the identifier name, whether it is a program variable, keyword, 
macro name, etc., and other attributes). 
In our approach, string substitution is very simple: to replace identifier x by a fresh 
identifier x’ in its binding scope, we just push a pointer to a new record representing x’ 
onto table(x), and pop it from table(x) when exiting from the binding scope. The cost 
is O(1) time, independent of the number of occurrences of x to be replaced. To store 
a definition of macro M, we paint the symbols that will be introduced during 
expansion of 111, and then push the painted macro definition onto table(m); i.e. we 
replace each identifier d within the macro body that would be introduced during 
expansion by a pointer to a fresh symbol table entry for d’, and push the top of table(d) 
onto tuble(d’). When leaving the scope of the macro definition we pop table(m). To 
paint an expansion, we replace each newly introduced identifier d by a pointer to 
a fresh symbol table entry for d’, and push the top of table(d) onto tuble(d’). 
3.2. Fast left factoring 
Left factoring is a context free grammar transformation investigated by Stearns 
[32] and others [3, 203 as a tool for turning non-LL grammars into LL grammars. 
They did not describe optimal forms of factoring or algorithmic details. We define 
a new class of factorable grammars that can be turned into equivalent LL(l) gram- 
mars by applying an “optimal” sequence of left factoring transformations. We show 
how to find and apply this optimal sequence to obtain an LL(1) grammar in linear 
time with respect to the number of symbol occurrences in the input grammar. The 
solution depends on basic multiset discrimination. 
The following terminology and notation for context free grammars can be found in 
[3]. A context free grammar G = [N, T, S E N, P c N x (N u T)*] is a 4-tuple, where 
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N is a nonempty finite set of nonterminal symbols, T is a nonempty finite set of 
terminal symbols disjoint from N, S is a distinguished nonterminal called the start 
symbol, and P is a finite nonempty set of productions of the form M + a, where M is 
a nonterminal and 01 is a finite string of grammar symbols (either terminals or 
nonterminals). Binary relation =z- is defined on strings of grammar symbols by the 
rule, aN/? =z. a&l if there exists a production N * 6 E P. The reflexive transitive 
closure of a, denoted by a*, is defined by the rule, u ** p ifl a = /3 or there exists 
asequenceofstringscriE(NuT)*fori=l,...,nandn>1suchthator,=cr,a,=p 
andai*ai+ifori=l,..., n - 1. The language generated by G is {a E T* 1 S a* a}, 
also called the set of sentences of G. The set of sentential forms of G is the set 
{a E (T u N)* 1 S a* a}. More generally, the set of sentences (respectively, sentential 
forms) of G derived from a string /? E (Tu N)* of grammar symbols is defined to be 
(a E T* ( p a* c1> (respectively, (cz E (T u N)* 1 B a* LX>). Two context free grammars 
are equivalent if they generate the same language. 
We use upper case italic letters to denote nonterminals, lower case italic letters to 
denote terminals, and w,x,y,z and Greek letters to denote strings of terminal and 
nonterminal symbols. It is convenient o use alternation notation A + a 1 j3 to abbrevi- 
ate the two context free grammar productions A + M and A + /?. Throughout this 
section it will sometimes be convenient to identify a grammar G with its set of 
productions. We also assume that each context free grammar G contains only 
nonterminals that can derive nonempty sentences and can occur within some senten- 
tial form of G. 
Definition 3.1 (see Aho et al. [3]). Two productions A + a ) /? belonging to G form an 
LL( 1) conJlict ifs one of the following conditions holds: 
(1) there exists a terminal symbol t such that M: =s* tx and p +* ty; 
(2) a**[] and fl**[]; 
(3) a ** [I, and there exists a terminal symbol t such that /3 =P* tx, and start symbol 
S =z-* wAty. 
Definition 3.2. If W is a set of strings over alphabet C, then define 
split(W,i)={{xEWIx(i)=a):aEZand3xEWIx(i)=a}. 
The longest common prefix of a nonempty set of strings W, denoted by Zcp( W), is 
defined recursively according to the following rule: 
Zcp(W)=if #W= 1 then - - If W is the singleton set, say {xl, 
3W __ then select x from W 
elseif #split( W, 1) > then 
Cl 
else -- s is the first symbol of every string in W 
s Icp({x(2..): x E W}) where s = (3w)(l) 
end if 
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Grammar G is said to be LL(l) if it has no LL(l) conflicts. We divide LL(l) conflicts 
into two kinds: 
(1) A factorable LL(l) conjlict is an LL(1) conflict A + crp (CIT such that 
c1 = Icp( { a/?, IX}) is nonempty, and after replacing this conflict by productions 
A + aC, C + p, and C + r, where C is a new nonterminal symbol, then C + p ) z is 
not an LL(l) conflict. 
(2) A nonfactorable LL(l) co@ct is an LL(l) conflict that is not factorable. 
G is said to be a factorable grammar if all of its conflicts are factorable. 
Definition 3.3 (Left factoring transformation). Let R be a set of productions A + Crbi, 
i = 1, . . . . n in grammar G, where n > 1 and CI # [ 1. If C is a new nonterminal not in G, 
then G’ = LF(G, R, a, C) is the grammar formed from G by adding nonterminal C, and 
by replacing productions R within G by the productions A + aC and C + Bi, 
i= l,...,n. 
Lemma 3.1. Consider grammar G’ = LF (G, R, z, C). Zf A is a nonterminal of G, then the 
set of sentential forms derived from A in G is contained in the set of sentential forms 
derived from A in G’, and the set of sentences derived from A in G equals the set of 
sentences derived from A in G’. In particular G’ and G are equivalent. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Definition 3.3. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Nonfactorable conjhcts cannot be eliminated by left factoring. 
Proof. Let A --) a I/? be a nonfactorable conflict in grammar G, and consider grammar 
G’ = LF(G, R, z, C) that results from any left factoring transformation. If R does not 
contain either A + CI or A + fi, then these two productions remain in G’, where they 
must also form a nonfactorable conflict. If R contains both of these productions, then 
by Definition 3.3 there exists a nonempty string r and strings ozl and pi such that c( = rc(i, 
B = $1, and G’ contains productions C + CI~ 1/Il. Productions C + tll 1 PI must 
from a nonfactorable LL( 1) conflict of G’. Otherwise, we would reach a contradiction 
that A + GI (/I is a factorable LL(1) conflict. Finally, if A + CI belongs to R but A + p 
does not, then G’ contains the productions A + ZC (8. By Lemma 3.1 any sentential 
form derived from tl and from the start symbol in grammar G can be derived, 
respectively, from rC and the start symbol in grammar G’. Hence by Definition 3.1, if 
A + a 1 p forms an LL(1) conflict in G, then productions A + TC 1 j3 must form an 
LL( 1) conflict in G’. Suppose that A + ZC 1 /I were factorable. Then by definition there 
exist strings p, x1, and B1 such that ZC = ptl 1 C and p = ppr, where p = lcp( { zC, /I}) 
is nonempty. Also, after replacing productions A + TC I /I by productions A + pC 1 
and C1 + c(i Cl/Ii, where C1 is a new nonterminal symbol, we know that the two 
Ci productions do not form an LL(l) conflict. But this leads to a contradiction that 
productions A + CI I j? form a factorable conflict in G. 0 
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A left factoring transformation LF(G, R, z, C) is safe if for each production A + a in 
R, every production A --f j3 in G must also belong to R whenever Icp((a, 8)) is not 
a prefix of z. 
Lemma 3.3. If G is factorable, then LF(G, R, T, C) is factorable @LF(G, R z, C) is safe. 
Proof. Suppose G’ = LF(G, R, z, C) is not safe. Then there is a production A --) ya in 
R and a production A + yfl in G but not in R in which Icp( {ya, yfi}) = y is not a prefix 
of z. Hence, z must be a proper prefix of y; i.e. y = zp for some nonempty string p. 
Moreover, G’ must contain productions A --) zpflj ZC and C + pa. Since we assume 
that every nonterminal in G must derive a nonempty string of terminals, then p must 
derive a sentential form that starts with some terminal symbol t. Hence, both C and 
the string pp must derive sentential forms that start with t. Since C does not occur in 
string pfi, then A + zpfi 1 ZC must form a nonfactorable LL(1) conflict in G’. 
Next, suppose that G is factorable, and G’ = LF(G, R, z, C) is safe. We show that 
any LL( 1) conflict in G’ must be factorable. Any LL( 1) conflict in G’ must be one of the 
following three kinds. 
(1) (A --) c1 I/l, with no occurrence of C) This is factorable, since it must be a factorable, 
LL(l) conflict in G. 
(2) (C --, a I@) There must be a corresponding factorable LL(1) conflict A + m I z/? of 
G contained in R. Hence, C + a I /!I is a factorable LL(l) conflict of G’. 
(3) (A + ZC I j3, with only one occurrence of C) G must contain a factorable LL(1) 
conflict formed from some production A + za, which belongs to R, and produc- 
tion A + fl, which does not. Since LP(G, R, z, C) is safe, then p = Ecp({ TN, 81) must 
be a prefix of z. Hence, A + ZC I /I is factorable in G’ 0 
Theorem 3.4. Zf G is factorable, then afinite number of successive applications of safe left 
factoring transformations will yield an LL(l) grammar. 
Proof. Let G’ = LF(G, R, z, C) be a safe left factoring transformation, where each 
production in R has nonterminal A on the left-hand side. Let the weight of G, denoted 
by w(G), be the sum of the lengths of the longest common prefixes of the right-hand 
sides of each LL(l) conflict. An LL(1) conflict of G can either be (1) two productions 
not belonging to R, (2) two productions both belonging to R, or (3) one production 
belonging to R and the other not. The first kind of conflict also occurs in G’, according 
to case (1) in the proof of Lemma 3.3. The second kind is either eliminated or shows up 
as a distinct case (2) conflict in the proof of Lemma 3.3. Since the number of different 
conflicts with R is #R( # R - 1)/2, then the total weight reduction that results from 
replacing R by productions that have C on their left-hand sides is #z # R( # R - 1)/2. 
Finally the third kind of conflict in G contains one production A --, ta that belongs to 
R and the other production A + /3 that does not. Moreover, by analysis of case (3) in 
the proof of lemma 3.3, A + za must form an LL(l) conflict with every production in 
R. However, all of these conflicts associated with A + p are replaced by a single pair of 
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productions A --* rC 1 /I in G’. Hence, left factoring reduces the weight for this kind of 
conflict by (#R - l)C,,,,,_, #Icp({r, y})). The weight of G’ is, therefore, 
w(G)-(#r#R(#R- 1)/2 +(#R- l)C,,,,,_, #Icp((r,y})). Since weight is 
monotonically decreasing with respect to safe left factoring, a finite number of 
applications of safe left factoring will yield an equivalent LL(l) grammar with 
weight 0. 0 
Theorem 3.4 gives rise to a variety of strategies for turning factorable grammars 
into LL(l) grammars. We say that a strategy is optimal if it applies the smallest 
number of left factoring transformations. An optimal strategy will introduce the 
smallest number of new nonterminal symbols. As we shall see, it will also produce 
a grammar whose productions contain the fewest occurrences of grammar symbols. 
In order to investigate optimal strategies we need to introduce some additional 
terminology and notation. A pair [a, Q] is a gap for nonterminal A in grammar G if 
Q={A+~~GJaisaprefixof/?),Icp({/?:A-,/3~Q})=a,a#[],and #Q>l. 
A gap transformation is a left factoring transformation LF(G, Q, a, C) in which [a, Q] is 
a gap for G. 
The following obvious properties of gaps and gap transformations are stated 
without proof. 
Lemma 3.5. A gap transformation is safe. If [a, Q] and [/I, R] are two gaps for 
nonterminal A and grammar G, then a is a prejix of /? iff R s Q. Neither a nor /? is 
a preJix of the other ifSR and Q are disjoint. 
By Lemma 3.5, gaps can be partially ordered. That is, gap [a,Q] is less than or 
equal to gap [/I, R] iff Q E R. Gap [a, Q] is maximal if there is no other gap [B, R] in 
which Q E R. If [a, Q] and [/I, R] are two different maximal gaps, then Q and R must 
be disjoint. A production A + a is said to be factored if no other production A -+ /? has 
p(1) = a(1). The set of productions in a grammar can be partitioned into factored 
productions and sets R of productions in maximal gaps [a, R]. 
Theorem 3.6. If G is factorable, then the minimum number of applications of safe left 
factoring transformations to obtain an LL(1) grammar equals the total number of gaps 
in G. 
Proof. Let G’ = LF(G, R, z, C) be a safe left factoring transformation, where each 
production in R has left-hand side nonterminal A. First, we show that the number of 
gaps in G’ is either the same as G or one less than G. Next, we show that the number of 
gaps in G is less than the number of gaps in G’ zf[z, R] is a gap. 
Gaps can be divided into three corresponding cases for grammars G and G’. A gap 
[a, Q] within G either has Q disjoint from R, Q contained in R, or Q has a production 
in R and one not in R. These cases correspond to gaps [a,Q] within G’ in which 
Q contains no productions with an occurrence of nonterminal C, Q contains only 
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productions with C as the left-hand side nonterminal, and Q contains occurrences of 
C on the right-hand side. 
(1) If Q & G n G’, then we claim that [ 8, Q] is a gap in G’ ifSit is a gap in G. In this 
case Q and R are disjoint. 
The “only if” part is obvious. To prove the “if” part, suppose that [/I, Q] is a gap in 
G’ but not in G. Since Q E G, it follows from Lemma 3.5, from the partial ordering on 
gaps, and from /? = Icp((x: 3B 1 B + x E Q>) being nonempty, that G contains 
a unique maximum gap [/I, W] such that Q s W. Suppose that production A + /?a 
belongs to W and G but not Q and G’. Then A + /3a belongs to R, there exists 
a nonempty string p such that fl= zp, and productions A + ZC and C + pa belong to 
G’. Since LF(G,R,z,C)issafeand Icp({x:A+ XEQ)U (/Ia})is not aprefixofz, then 
Q c R, a contradiction. 
(2) If /I#[], then [~,{C-+@i, i= l,...,k}] is a gap of G’ ifs[rB,{A+r@i 
i = 1, . . ..k}] is a gap of G. In this case {A + rpai, i = 1,. . ., k} is a subset of R. When 
P=[],thengap[rfl,{A+t/?ai,i=i ,..., k}] of G does not correspond to any gap 
in G’. 
(3) Finally, IIP,(Q - RI u {A + aC}] is a gap of G’ @[/I, Q] is a gap of G, 
Q - R # { >, and Q and R are not disjoint. In this case, R must be a strict subset of 
Q or else left factoring is not safe. 
By case (2) G’ has exactly one fewer gap than G ifl[t, R] is a gap for G. The result 
follows. 0 
By Theorem 3.6, an optimal left factoring strategy must iterate gap transformations 
G := LF(G, R, z, C) until grammar G is free of gaps. 
Theorem 3.7. The number of grammar symbols occurring in the grammar produced by an 
optimal left factoring strategy is the same independent of the order in which gap 
transformations are chosen. 
Proof. Recall from Lemma 3.5 that incomparable gaps have disjoint sets of produc- 
tions. Thus, it suffices to consider two gaps [al,RI] and [a1a2,R2] for some 
nonterminal A in grammar G. By Lemma 3.5 we know that R2 s RI. Grammar 
G, = LF(G,Rl,al,C) replaces all productions A+alj?i for i = l,...,k in RI by 
productions A + a1 C and C + pi for i = 1,. . ., k. The productions of grammar 
G 1 have # a 1 ( # R 1 - 1) - 1 fewer occurrences of grammar symbols than the produc- 
tions of grammar G. Gap [al az, R2] in G is transformed into gap [az, R3] appearing 
in grammar Gi, where R3 = {C + pi: i = 1 ,...,kanda,isaprefixof/?i}.Next,wesee 
that the productions of grammar Gz = LF(G1,R3,a2,D) have precisely 
# al( # Rz - 1) - 1 fewer occurrences of grammar symbols than the productions in 
grammar Gi. Since # R3 = # RZ, then the total reduction in grammar symbols 
resulting from transforming G into Gz is # al( # RI - 1) + # az( # Rz - 1) - 2. The 
reader can verify that factoring G with respect to the alternative order of gap 
transformations yields the same reduction in grammar symbols. 0 
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Our algorithm will repeatedly perform gap transformations using maximal gaps 
until the grammar is free from gaps, and only factored productions remain. The key 
strategic idea is to maintain a partition P of productions, and a map preJix from 
blocks of P to strings of grammar symbols such that the following invariant holds. 
Invariant: Every maximal gap [GI, R] corresponds to a block B E P such that 
R E B, preJx(B) is a common prefix of all the right-hand side strings of productions 
included in B, and preJix(B) is a prefix of a. 
The initial partition P stores all productions A + a for nonterminal A in a separate 
block for each nonterminal A in the grammar. It is convenient o let the right-hand 
side of every production end in a special sentinel symbol (outside the set of grammar 
symbols). For each such initial block B we have preJix(B) = [I. Clearly, the invariant 
holds initially. 
The algorithm proceeds by repeatedly removing a block B from P and performing 
the following refinement step: 
ReJine: Assume that B contains only productions with left-hand side nonterminal 
A. Assume also the induction hypothesis that the invariant holds just before the 
refinement step is performed. There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1: If B contains only one production A + a, then by the induction hypothesis, 
it must be factored. Hence, it is included in the final grammar. For this simple case, the 
invariant is clearly preserved. 
Case 2: Otherwise, split the right-hand side strings of productions in B by the 
symbol occurring just after pre$x(B) in each such string (cf. Definition 3.2 of split); i.e. 
perform 
D := split( (a: A + a E B}, #prejx(B) + 1) 
There are three subcases to consider. 
Case 2.1: If D contains only one set, so that one symbol, say s, occurs just after 
prejix(B) in the right-hand side of every production in B, then redefine prejix(B) to be 
prejix(B) s, and add B back to P. Since B must be a set with more than one string, 
s cannot be the sentinel. It follows from the definition of gaps and the induction 
hypothesis that the invariant is maintained. 
Case 2.2: If #D > 1 and prejx(B) = [I, then B must be an initial block. For every 
set DD E D, add the new block BB = {A -+ a: a E DO} to P, and define prejx(BB) = s, 
where s is the symbol occurring immediately after prefix(B) in every string belonging 
to DD. Ifs is the sentinel, then DD must contain only one string, so that block BB will 
be handled later by Case 1. By the definition of gaps, and by the particular fact that 
string a must be nonempty for any gap [a, R], the invariant is maintained. 
Case 2.3: If #D > 1 prejix(B) # [ 1, then [prejix(B), B] must be a maximal gap by 
the induction hypothesis and by the definition of gaps. Perform part of the corres- 
ponding gap transformation by adding the single factored production A + pre$x(B)C 
to the final grammar, where C is a new nonterminal. Next, for every set DD E D, 
add the new block BB = {C+ a( #prefix(B) + l..): M: E DO> to P, and define 
prejx(BB) = s, where s is the symbol occurring just after prefix(B) in every string 
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belonging to DD. If s is the sentinel, then DD must contain only one string, so that 
block BB will be handled later by Case 1. The invariant is maintained by the proof of 
Theorem 3.6 (case (2)) and the proof of Theorem 3.7. The algorithm proceeds to search 
for gaps and factored productions among the newly introduced C productions. 
To design an efficient implementation, we note, first of all, that the right-hand sides 
of productions re-introduced to P in Case 2 are all suffixes of right-hand sides in the 
original grammar input. In particular, the new grammar symbols C introduced in 
Case 2.3 never appear on the right-hand side of any production introduced into 
partition P. We also note that the prejx’s are all substrings of right-hand sides in the 
original input grammar. Hence, when performing gap transformations, we can reuse 
the right-hand side strings of the original grammar. That is, we can represent a block 
B of productions (with left-hand side nonterminal A) stored in P together with 
prefix(B) using a record [B’, [i, j], A], where B’ is a subset of right-hand side’s 
of productions in the initial grammar input, B = {A + /l(i..): /I EB’}, and 
prejx(B) = /?(i..j - 1) for any string fi E B’; i.e. the ith through j - 1st symbol of every 
string in B’ is the same. 
With the preceding representation partition P can be implemented as a one-way list 
of blocks, each implemented as a triple. For grammar G the initial partition P con- 
tains triple [ { fx: A + tl E G}, [l, 11, A] for each nonterminal A in the grammar. After 
initialization the algorithm computes the new grammar G’ as described below: 
Optimal left factoring algorithm 
G’:= {} 
while P # { } loop 
remove block [B, [i,j], A] from P 
if B contains only one string ct then 
G’ := G’ u (A -+ ct(i. .)} - - found a factored production 
else 
-- find a left factor for strings in block B starting from the ith position 
BB := split(B, j) 
if BB contains only one block then 
__ the ith through jth symbols of every string in B are the same, and form part of 
__ a nonempty left factor 
(1) add [B,[i,j + l],A] to P 
else - - BB contains more than 1 block 
_- the ith through j - 1st symbols of every string in B are the same, and form 
__ a complete left factor z 
(2) if [i,j] = [l, l] then - - left factor r = [ 1, and B must be an initial block 
C := A - - C represents nonterminal A 
else - - left factor z # [ ] 
create new nonterminal C 
G’:=G’u{A-+zC} 
end if 
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- - efficient joint implementation of Cases 2.2 and 2.3 
for each block D in BB loop 
if D contains only one string fi then 
G’ := G’ u {C --, fi(j..)} 
else 
(3) add CD, [j,j + 11, C] to P 
_- try to find the left factor for strings in D 
end if 
end loop 
end if 
end if 
end loop 
We can implement he preceding algorithm with only minor modification to the 
pointer-based multiset discrimination method for strings described in the last section. 
A directory can be used to store the set N u T u (0) of grammar symbols and 
sentinel. Then each right-hand side a of a production in G can be implemented by 
a header record with ajirst and current-position field and a body storing a in a list of 
pointers to N u T u (0). Using multiset discrimination of sequences, we can form the 
set W of distinct right-hand sides of productions in grammar G. Then for each triple 
[D, [i, j], A], let D be implemented as a set of pointers to header records associated 
with strings in W. We modify the implementation of the last section only slightly in the 
following way. In each such header record r let r.jrst and r.current_position point, 
respectively, to the ith and jth list cell of r. body. Initially, the first and current_position 
pointers point to the first list cell in each header record. At program points (1) and (3) 
of the optimal left factoring algorithm, the current_position pointer for each header 
record in block B (respectively, D) is updated to the next sequential ist cell as in 
routine mdseq of the last section. At program point (3) theJirst pointer of each header 
record in block D is replaced by the current-position pointer. At program point (2) the 
test for the initial block can be performed in unit time by checking whether the 
current-position and Jirst pointers are the same in an arbitrary header record of 
block B. 
We implement split efficiently by basic multiset discrimination. If each record 
referenced by elements of W has a current_position field pointing to the jth list cell, 
then split(B, j) can be implemented by the call md_pointer( W,Ax.deref(deref(x).cur- 
rent_position).data). Recall that such a call returns the pair [F,f], where f maps 
symbols of N u T u (0) to back pointers to header records of strings in B that have 
the same jth symbol. 
The preceding discussion leads to the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.8. The optimal leftfactoring algorithm presented above is correct and runs in 
linear time in the number of the grammar symbol occurrences in the productions of the 
input grammar. 
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Proof. Every basic operation in the preceding algorithm takes unit time except for 
split(B,j), which takes time 0( # B). Because j is incremented just before blocks are 
added to P, we see that new symbol occurrences are processed in the input strings in 
each call to split. The result follows. 0 
3.3. Multiset discrimination of trees and applications 
Suppose we have a forest of syntax trees produced by syntactic analysis. Each 
internal node in the syntax tree is associated with a node list that begins with an 
identifier (a function symbol of arity greater than 0) followed by the ordered suc- 
cessors of the node. Each successor is either an identifier (constant or variable) or 
another internal node. 
There are many applications that depend on identifying subtrees that are equivalent 
in the following sense. We say that two identifiers are equivalent if they are equal; two 
nodes are equivalent if the components of their node lists are pairwise equivalent, and 
two subtrees are equivalent if their respective root nodes are equivalent. The problem 
of deciding subtree equivalence arises in common subexpression detection [9], turn- 
ing an arbitrary linear tree pattern matching algorithm [16] into a nonlinear match- 
ing algorithm [28], deciding structural equivalence of type expressions [3], and 
preprocessing input in the form required by Wegman and Paterson’s unification 
algorithm [27]. 
Cocke and Schwartz [l l] solved this problem by representing distinct node 
identifiers and nodes with distinct integers called “value numbers”. Their method 
involves extensive hashing. An alternative method related to the tree isomorphism 
solution found in [2] uses lexicographic sorting to compute value numbers. Al- 
though it runs in linear worst case time in the size of the forest, it is a complex 
multipass method that is not likely to outperform the value number method in 
practice. 
This problem can be solved by multiset sequence discrimination more efficiently 
without hashing and without any numeric representation for identifiers or nodes. 
Suppose that the symbol table is implemented as a pointer-based directory of 
identifiers. Suppose also that each identifier component of a node list is represented as 
a pointer to its symbol table entry, and each component hat represents a successor 
node n is represented (in the same way as sequences in the last section) by a header 
record that references the node list for n. 
Our solution rests on two simple ideas. First, since the symbol table forms a direc- 
tory, equivalence is solved at the outset for components of node lists that represent 
identifiers. Define the height of an identifier to be 0, and the height of an internal node 
n to be one plus the maximum height of the components of the node list for n. The 
second idea is that nodes at distinct heights in the forest cannot be equivalent. This 
allows us to solve multiset subtree discrimination separately for all nodes of the same 
height bottom-up starting from the nodes of height one. 
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Suppose that the forest has maximum height d. Then the following procedure will 
make use of multiset sequence discrimination to solve multiset subtree discrimination. 
1. For each tree root n in the forest, create a dummy header record that references 
the node list for n. 
2. For height i = 1,2, . . . ,d, repeat the following step. 
2.1. Let Zocs be the set of pointers to all header records (for the forest roots or 
contained within node lists) that reference nodes of height i. Solve multiset discrimina- 
tion of sequences by calling procedure mdseq with arguments lots, etc., but modified 
in the following minor way. Instead of updating each header record referenced by lots 
to point to a witness at program points (1) and (2), completely replace each such 
header record by a pointer to the witness; i.e. perform assignment deref(x) := witness. 
The preceeding algorithm solves the subtree equivalence problem, and compresses 
a syntax forest into a dag with no redundant subtrees (i.e. no two occurrences of 
equivalent subtrees) in worst case time and space linear in the number of nodes in the 
forest. It is a great deal simpler than the previous theoretically best algorithm based 
on lexicographic sorting. We expect it to outperform the method of value numbering 
in practice. 
3.4. Multiset dag discrimination and acyclic coarsest partitioning 
The solution to multiset tree discrimination extends without modification to solve 
multiset discrimination for ordered dags with m edges and n nodes in worst case time 
O(m) and auxiliary space O(n). This space bound improves the O(m) space bound that 
could be obtained to solve this problem using the lexicographic sorting algorithm in 
[2]. We also show how multiset dag discrimination can be used to obtain an improved 
solution to acyclic instances of the many-function coarsest partition problem. 
The many-function coarsest partition problem, used by Hopcroft to model the 
problem of DFA minimization [17], has applications in program optimization and 
program integration. It can be formulated as follows. Given a directed multigraph 
(V,E 1, . . ., Ek) (where V is the set of vertices, and E 1, . . . , Ek are sets of edges), and an 
initial partition P = {VI, . . . , VS} of V, find a coarsest refinement P’ of P such that for 
each block C in P’ and each i = 1 , . . . , k, there exists a block Co in P’ such that the image 
set Ei[C] c Co, where Ei[C] = {y: 3xl([x,y] E Ei and x E C)}. Here we assume that 
for each i = 1 , . . . , k, the out-degree of each vertex u E V in graph (V, Ei) is at most 1. 
Hopcroft gave an algorithm that solves this problem in time O(kn log n) and space 
O(kn) in the worst case [17], where n = # V. As described in [2] Hopcroft’s algorithm 
is nondeterministic, and could behave in the following way for the case where k = 1 
andf= El: 
1. Push each block of the initial partition P onto a stack W. 
2. While W is nonempty, pop block B from W, and use B to split blocks of P in the 
following way. 
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2.1. Split each block Q in partition P that is neither disjoint from nor a subset of 
f-l [B] into two new blocks Q’ = Q n f-‘[B] and Q” = Q -f-‘LB]. If Q belongs 
to W, then push both Q’ and Q” onto IV. Otherwise, push either Q’ or Q”, whichever is 
not larger than the other, onto K 
Consider an input instance for a single function!: V+ V defined on V = { 1, . . . ,2’> 
with I > 0 according to the rule f(i) = i + 1 for i = 1, . . . ,2’ - 1, andf(2’) = 2’. Let 
initial partition P = {B 1, . . . , B,+ 1 } such that Bi = {2’-‘(1 + 2j):j = 0, . ...2’-’ - l} 
for i = 1 r and B,+r = (2’). 3 .*-, , 
Lemma 3.9. The preceeding problem instances satisfy the following properties. 
(A) #Bi = 2’-‘for i = l,...,r. 
(B) Bi =fi-“-‘[PI -f-l [lJ:=, Bj]] for i = 1, . . ..r. 
(C) f-“[B1 -f-l [U:li Bj]] is the disjoint union of the two sets 
f-m-2’-‘[BI -f-‘[u;=, Bj]] andf-“[B, -f-i[U~==, Bj]], each ofcardinal- 
ity 2’-’ for-i=2 ,..,, randm=O ,..., 2’-‘-2. 
Proof. Property (A) is trivial. Property (B) is proved by first establishing the two 
simple identities (l)f[Bi] = UT:: Pi, and (2)f2’-‘[Bi] = ui’f+, Bj for i = 1, -..,r. 
Next, we combine these identities to obtain (3) f2’-‘[BJ =f[BI] - ufi=, Bj for 
i=l , . . . , r. Finally, by applying f- 2’-’ to both sides of identity (3), we confirm that 
Bi =f’-2’-1[gr] -f-“+‘[lJi=, Bj] =f1-2i-1[B1 -fl[lJ~=, Bj]] for i = 1, . . ..r. 
To prove property (C), we first note thatfis a one-to-one function on V - (2’) and 
that f’[Bi] c Br for i = 1, ,..,r. Consequently, for i = 1,. .., r, set 
Br -f-‘[u~~: Bj] is th e d isjoint union of setsf’[BJ and Bl -~U1[U~Zl S,], 
each having cardinality 2r-i by property (A). Since set disjointness is preserved under 
function preimage operations, we see that f”[B1 -fl [uil: Bj]] is the disjoint 
union off-“[Br -~‘[u~=, Bj]] andf-“-‘[Bi], each having cardinality 2’- i for 
i = l,..., r and m = 0, ...,2i-1 - 2. The result follows from using property (B) to 
replace the term Bi within expressionf-“‘-’ [Bi]* 0 
Theorem 3.10. (i) Zf (V, El u ‘se u Ek) is acyclic, then the many function coarsest 
partition problem is solved by Hopcroft’s algorithm in time O(kn log n) and space O(kn) 
in the worst case. (ii) It can be solved by multiset dug discrimination in time O(kn) and 
space O(n). 
Proof. (i) It suffices to give an example of an input instance for just one function on 
which Hopcroft’s algorithm can run in fi(n log n) steps. Consider any instance satisfy- 
ing Lemma 3.9. Assume that Hopcroft’s algorithm starts out by initializing stack W 
to be [B, , . . . . B,+ l]. We can show that each time a block is popped from stack W, 
either partition P remains unchanged uring the splitting step, or a single block not 
belonging to stack W is split in half. Furthermore, the final partition contains only 
singleton blocks. Since splitting a block in half takes time proportional to half the size 
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of the block, the cumulative cost of splitting input block Bi into singleton blocks is 
O(#Bi log #B,) = O(nlogn). 
We use an inductive argument to establish the following claim. Right before each block 
Bi is popped from stack Wfor the first time i = 1, . . . , r, then the following conditions hold. 
(1) Stack W contains the original input blocks [Bi,Bi+1, . . ..B.+ i]. 
(2) The nonstack blocks of partition P are f’“[Bi -f-‘[U~~~ Bj]] for 
m = 0, . ...2’-’ - 2. 
(3) The nonstack blocks of P all have twice the number of elements as Bi. 
(4) No block in P can be split by any of the nonstack blocks. 
(Basis): For i = 1 properties (l)-(4) follow from the definition of the input instances 
and the fact that there are no nonstack blocks. Since no block in P is split by block Bi , 
the algorithm proceeds with stack W = [B2,. . . , I?,, 1] and nonstack block B1 . 
Hence, conditions (1) and (4) hold for i = 2. Condition (2) holds by inspection, and (3) 
holds by property (A) of Lemma 3.9. 
Induction: Assume that conditions (l)-(4) hold for any i > 1. By property (B) of 
Lemma 3.9, Bi =f1-2’-‘[Bi -f-l [ui= 1 Bj]]. Hopcroft’s algorithm can be made to 
use blocks j-l-“-“-’ [Bi -f-l [Ui= 1 Bj]] to split nonstack blocks 
f”[Bi -f’[u~~~ Bj]] into two new blocksf”-Zi-l[Bi -f’[U& Bj]] and 
f-“CBi -PCl&, Bj]], each of cardinality 2’-’ for m = 0, ...,2i-1 - 2 (which 
follows from properties (A) and (C) of Lemma 3.9). Moreover, the last of these blocks 
f2-“[B1 -f -'[Uj,, Bj]] splits partition P in the same way as its “twin” 
f 2-2'-'[B1 -f -'[Us=, Bj]], which cannot split P at all, because it equals Bi (by 
property (B) of Lemma 3.9). Therefore, conditions (l)-(4) hold for i = 1, . . ..r. 
When block B,, 1 is finally popped from stack W, P is already a collection of 
singleton blocks. Thus part (i) of the theorem holds. 
(ii) This problem can be reduced to multiset dag discrimination as follows. First 
form a pointer-based irectory of k elements, each one uniquely associated with a set 
l$, i = l,..., k. Next, for i = 1, . . . . k and each element x E vi, define label(x) to be 
a pointer to the “directory” element uniquely associatd with set vi. Then remove all 
self-loops from “leaves”. Finally, for each node n E V form its node list 
[label(n),E,(n), . . . . E,(n)], which consists of its label followed by its ordered suc- 
cessors. If we interpret all leaf nodes as having height 1, we can then solve acyclic 
coarsest partitioning by multiset dag discrimination. 0 
Since the original version of our paper (which included Theorem 3.10 without 
proof) appeared in [6], we learned that Revuz [29] independently observed that 
acyclic coarsest partitioning could be solved in linear time. Revuz rediscovered the 
multiset discrimination algorithm originally described in [25], and independently 
used this procedure without modification to obtain the result. He did not show that 
Hopcroft’s algorithm can take R(nlogn) steps on acyclic input instances. Our ap- 
proach is likely to be more efficient than his, since our pointer-based ag discrimina- 
tion avoids the numeric representation that is needed in order to make direct use of 
the algorithm found in [25]. 
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3.5. The sequence congruence problem 
The sequence congruence problem [40,41] arises in the context of program integra- 
tion. The problem is how to partition program components into classes whose 
members have equivalent execution behavior. The algorithm presented in [40,41] 
solves this problem in two phases: the program components are first partitioned with 
respect o a “flow dependence” graph, and then refined with respect o a “control” 
graph. Hopcroft’s coarsest partition algorithm is used in both phases, giving the 
O(mi log ml + rn2 log mz) time complexity, where m, and m2 are the sizes of the flow 
dependence graph and control graph, respectively. Because their control graph is 
essentially acyclic, the linear time multiset dag discrimination method can be used for 
the second phase to improve their time bound to O(mI logml + m2). 
3.6. Basic block optimization 
Value numbering has been used as a standard program analysis technique for 
determining equalities of the values computed by instructions within basic blocks 
[3,11]. Although the technique is mostly implemented with hashing, multiset discrim- 
ination can be used to obtain a more efficient implementation without hashing and 
without numeric representations. 
Consider a basic block B consisting of a sequence of assignment statements 
s1, ...> sk, each of the form Ihs := rhs, where Ihs is a variable, and rhs is either 
a constant, a variable, or an expression of the form op(xi , . . . , x,) in which op is some 
t-ary operator, and x 1, . . . , xt can be constants or variables. Assume that B is lexically 
scanned, and that variables and constants are represented by pointers to a symbol 
table as described previously. We want to determine equivalence classes of variable 
and expression occurrences in J3 that have the same run-time value. This is achieved in 
three steps. 
1. Construct an initial dag representation D = (V, E 1, . . . , E,,,,) of B with vertex 
set Vand edge sets E1,...,Et,,, where tmax is the maximum arity of the operators 
appearing in the instructions in B. The leaves of D represent he constants and initial 
values of variables, and internal nodes represent he values computed by right-hand 
side expressions. If u is an internal node representing the value of right hand 
expression op(x 1, . . . , x,) and if u i , . . . , II, are vertices in D representing the values of 
xi, . . ..xk used in op(x 1, . . . . xt), then Ei contains the edge 21~ Vi for i = 1, . . . . t. 
We construct D by scanning the statements in B in order from si to Sk. During the 
scan, the vertex node(x) in D, representing the current value of variable or constant x, 
is accessed through a pointer stored in the symbol table entry for x. 
Let z := rhs be the statement being scanned. For each argument x in rhs such that 
node(x) is not defined, we assign a new node to node(x) labeled by a pointer to the 
symbol table entry for x. Then consider the following cases. If rhs is a variable or 
a constant y, we simply set node(z) = node(y). Otherwise rhs is of the form 
op(x1, em., x,). If xi , . . . , x, are all constants, then we enter the computed value 
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c = op(x,, . ..) x,) into the symbol table, create a new node u labeled with a pointer to 
c, and set node(z) = u. Otherwise, create a new vertex u labeled op, set node(z) = u, and 
add edge u + de(xi) to Ei for i = 1, . . . , t. 
2. Step 1 may create duplicate entries in the symbol table for the newly computed 
constants. Therefore we compress the symbol table by performing multiset discrim- 
ination of constants on all the new constant entries, and then adjust the pointers to 
these entries accordingly. 
3. To recognize common subexpressions, we dagify D using multiset dag discrim- 
ination. 
4. Reduction in strength 
The final three examples use the preceding techniques to obtain new solutions to 
strength reduction with worst case performance asymptotically better than the ex- 
pected performance of the previous best algorithms. Ironically, the efficiency obtained 
stems from using batch techniques to implement strength reduction, which itself uses 
incremental techniques to improve program performance. 
4.1. Basic strength reduction 
First we consider a new hash-free algorithm that implements Cocke and Kennedy’s 
strength reduction transformation [lo]. The algorithm runs in worst case time and 
space linear in the length of the final program text, which, as we will show, can be as 
much as two orders of magnitude better than their hash-based algorithm. 
Cocke and Kennedy’s transformation is concerned with replacing hidden costs of 
linear polynomials involved in the array access formula used in programming lan- 
guages like Fortran or Algol. As was suggested by Allen et al. [4], the earlier 
transformation [lo] can be improved by sharper analysis of control flow and taking 
safety of code motion into account. However, such improvement is orthogonal to the 
solution presented here. 
The strength reduction transformation of [lo] may be defined as follows. Let L be 
a strongly connected region of code. We assume that this code consists of assignments 
to simple (nonarray) variables of the form z := op(x, y) or z := op(x) and conditional 
branches with boolean-valued variables as predicates. We assume implicit assignment 
to certain designated input variables, and implicit output variables that are printed 
whenever they are assigned. All concern for control flow is simplified by accepting a 
most conservative assumption that the control glow graph representation of L forms a 
clique; i.e. that every two statements in L can be executed one after the other at runtime. 
In accordance with conventional terminology (cf. [3]) variable occurrences on the 
left of an assignment are called dejnitions; all other variable occurrences are called 
uses. A variable that has no definitions in a region of code is called a region constant 
uariable. A variable u is live on entry to a program region R if there is a sequence of 
instructions entriely within R beginning with an instruction on first entering R, ending 
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with a use of u, and free from any definition to u save perhaps for the last instruction in 
the sequence. 
Definition 4.1. If c is either a region constant variable of L or a constant, and if i is 
a variable defined in L, then product i x c is reducible if 
(1) all definitions to i occurring in L are among the following forms: i := j, i := - j, 
i:=j+k,i:=j-k,i:= -j+k,ori:=-j-k,and 
(2) for each definition of the form i := j or i := - j that occurs in L, then product 
j x c must be reducible; for each definition of the form i := j + k, i := j - k, 
i := - j + k, or i := - j - k that occurs in L, then both products j x c and k x c must be 
reducible. 
For each reducible product i x c that actually OCCURS within L, strength reduc- 
tion transforms L as follows: 
Tl. Replace each occurrence of i x c in L by a new variable tic uniquely associated 
with text expression i x c. 
T2. If variable i is live on entry to L, then introduce assignment ic := i x c in 
a unique entry block (a detail we add to their transformation for correctness), which 
must be entered before entering L. 
T3. Within L and just prior to each definition to i insert the following assignments 
to newly generated temporary variables tic uniquely associated with product i x c. 
T3.1. For definitions of the form i := j and i := - j, insert the code ti, := j x c and 
tic := - j X c, respectively. 
T3.2. For definitions of the form i := j + k, i := j - k, i := - j + k, and i := - j - k, 
insert the code t,:=jxc+kxc, tic:=jxc-kxc, t;c:=-jxc+kxc, and 
tic := - j x c - k x C, respectively. 
T4. If any of the products introduced in Step (T3) has been previously eliminated 
by either code motion or strength reduction, replace it by its associated temporary 
variable. Remove all other products introduced in Step (T3) by either code motion or 
recursive application of strength reduction as appropriate. 
Like Cocke and Kennedy we assume that strength reduction is performed after 
redundant code elimination, constant propagation, and code motion. Given a strong- 
ly connected program region L as input, our initial solution to the preceding trans- 
formation shares the following first four steps of the Cocke and Kennedy algorithm. 
Al. Compute the set RC of region constant variables of L and the set Defs(o) of all 
definitions in L to each variable v defined in L. 
A2. Compute the set IV of induction variables; that is, the set of all variables x that 
have definitions occurring in L such that product x x c would be reducible for any 
constant c. This procedure was also described by Cocke and Schwartz [ 1 I]. 
A3. Find the set Cands of all reducible products x x c that actually occur in L, and 
find the associated program points in L where these products occur. 
A4. For each induction variable x, compute the set A@(x) = (x> u { y: y is a vari- 
able or constant on the right-hand side of any assignment to x that occurs in L). 
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Although no algorithmic analysis was provided in [lo], it is well known that Cocke 
and Kennedy’s strength reduction algorithm carries out Steps (Al)-(A4) in worst case 
time and space linear in the length #L of program text L. Before describing the 
remaining steps of their and our algorithms, we need to take a closer look at the 
problem structure. 
If Afit is regarded as a binary relation and Afit* represents its transitive closure, 
then the following fact immediately follows from Cocke and Kennedy’s paper. 
Lemma 4.1. The set ojall reducible products removedfi-om L by recursive application of 
strength reduction is deJined by Rm = { j x c: 3 i 1 (i x c E Cands and j E Afct *(i))}. 
Calculation of Afct and Rm is central to the implementation of strength reduction, 
and the linearity of our algorithm depends on the following fact. 
Lemma 4.2. If L represents the initial program text, and L’ represents theJina1 program 
text after strength reduction has been applied, then # Rm = 0(# L + #L’) 
and #Afit = O(L). 
Proof. For any product v x c E Rm, there are three cases to consider. If the product 
also belongs to Cands, then it appears in L. Otherwise, if v is an induction variable, but 
v x c does not belong to Cands, then L’ will have at least one definition to variable 
t,, that is introduced by transformation Step (T3) and uniquely associated with the 
product. Otherwise, L’ will have at least one use of variable t,, that is introduced by 
Steps ( T3) and (T4), and can be uniquely associated with the product. 
For any x and y such that y E A&(x), there are two cases to consider. In the first 
case y is the same as induction variable x, and we can uniquely associated the pair 
[x,x] with at least one definition to x that occurs in L. Otherwise, we can uniquely 
associate the pair [x, y] with a use of variable or constant y occurring in an 
assignment to x inside L. 0 
In order to compute Rm in time 0(# Rm), we need to avoid the redundant 
computation that arises when products ix c and jx c both belong to Cands, and 
&t*(i) n A@*(j) is nonempty. In this case there may be substantial overlap be- 
tween subsets {k x c E Rm) k E @t*(i)) and {k x c E Rm 1 k E &t*(j)} of Rm. 
Two other sources of redundancy in Rm are more innocuous, but worth mention- 
ing. The first case arises when i x cl and j x c2 belong to Cands, cl E Afct*( j), and 
c2 E &t*(i). In this case Rm will contain both c2 x cl and cl x c2. The second case 
arises when Rm contains different products with completely different constant argu- 
ments that evaluate to the same value. Redundant products for both of these cases 
may be included in our initial calculation of Rm, and eliminated during a postpass 
cleanup. Such simplification will reduce the number of variables in L’, but will not 
eliminate the variable uses on which the counting argument of Lemma 4.2 is based. 
Our algorithm combines multiset discrimination with other data structuring techniques. 
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It is at this point that our solution differs from Cocke and Kennedy. They go on to 
compute the transitive closure Afit* in time O(n3 + m) using, say, Warshall’s algo- 
rithm [37] (see also [a]), where n is the number of variables and constants contained 
in Afct, and m is the number of assignments to induction variables. Because this 
transformation is based on a most conservative assumption that the control flow 
graph for region L forms a clique, the transitive closure Afit* is likely to be large, so 
that any heuristic approach to compute it is not likely to improve substantially on 
Warshall’s algorithm. Cocke and Kennedy also use a greedy strategy committed to 
hashing each product removed by strength reduction. 
In contrast, we compute the strong components of the directed graph G represent- 
ing Afct inverse; i.e. G has directed edge i + j ifli E Afct( j). Graph G is constructed in 
O(m) time and space using multiset discrimination of sequences (of length two) to 
eliminate multiedges that arise from different assignments to the same variable that 
have uses of the same variables or constants. The strong component decomposition of 
G is computed by Tarjan’s algorithm [34]. Note that the roots of G (i.e. nodes with 
in-degree 0) represent constants and region constant variables. All other nodes of 
G represent induction variables. For convenience we will sometimes refer to the nodes 
of G in terms of the variables and constants that they represent. 
The dag structure of the strong component decomposition of G is used to efficiently 
compute Rm in time 0( # L’). The algorithm rests on the following obvious fact. 
Lemma 4.3. Let Cs = {c: 3i 1 i x c E Can&}. For each c E Cs let Cmps(c) be the set of 
strong components ofG containing some variable ifor which i x c E Can& Then for each 
c E Cs, the set of all products j xc E Rm removed by strength reduction is defined by 
Rm(c) = {j x c: there is a path in G from j to any component of Cmps(c)}. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 a product j x c is reducible for fixed constant or region constant 
variable c ifl3i 1 (i x c E Cands and j E Afct *(i)). Based on our graph representation 
G of Afct inverse, there is a path from node j to node i in G iflj E A@*(i). Based on the 
definition of strongly connected component (i.e. a subgraph S of a directed graph in 
which there is a path entirely inside S from every node in S to every node in S), there is 
a path from node j to node i in G ifs there is a path from node j to the strong 
component containing node i. Hence, j x c is reducible for constant or region constant 
variable c $3 Cm E Cmps(c) such that there is a path in G from j to Cm. 0 
The remaining steps of our algorithm are given just below along with the algorith- 
mic analysis: 
A5. Simultaneously compute the sets Cs and Cmps(d) for each d E Cs (as described 
in Lemma 4.3) using basic multiset discrimination of identifiers c occurring in 
products i x c E Cands. At the same time mark those variables v in G such that u x c 
belongs to Cands. If the symbol table is a pointer-based irectory, and each product in 
Cands is a pair of pointers to the directory, then this whole step takes 0( # Cands) time 
and space. 
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A6. Let Scd be the dag representation of the strong component decomposition of 
G. Initialize an empty multiset Mrc of products v x c and an empty multiset MC of 
numeric constants. For each constant c E Cs repeat Steps (A6.1) and (A6.2) 
A6.1. Compute the set Scd, = {v: v x c E Rm(c)} using a depth-first-search t rough 
dag Scd in the reverse direction of its edges and starting from components belonging 
to Cmps(c). (Recall from previous discussion that for each strong component of Scd, if 
it has no incoming edges, then its entries are constants or region constant variables; 
otherwise, its entries are induction variables.) For each identifier v E Scd,, consider 
three cases. (1) If v is an induction variable, then link it to a new symbol table entry 
containing unique identifier t,,. If v is live on entry to L, then insert assignment 
t,, := v x c on entry to L. If v is marked, indicating that v x c E Cands, then replace each 
occurrence of v x c in L by a pointer to the symbol table entry for t,,. (2) If v E Scd, is 
a region constant variable, then link it to a new entry in Mrc containing product v x c. 
(3) If c’ E Scd, is a constant, then link c’ to a new entry in MC containing the computed 
value of c x c’. 
A6.2. For each induction variable v in Scd, and each assignment to v in Defs(v), 
introduce update code to t,, according to strength reduction transformation Step (T3). 
Replace products that are introduced within this update code by references to the 
symbol table, Mrc, or MC as is indicated by the links in Scd,. 
The depth first search through Scd in Step (A6.1) takes linear time in the number of 
edges traversed. Each assignment to an induction variable v E Scd, in L corresponds 
to one or two edges in the portion of the dag traversed in Step (A6.1). Hence, the 
number of such assignments must be greater or equal to half the number of edges 
traversed in Step (A6.1). For each such assignment, update code is introduced by Step 
(A6.2). Hence, Step (A6.) takes time and space 0( # L’). 
A7. Use multiset discrimination of sequences (of length two in this case) belonging 
to Mrc and discrimination of constants belonging to MC, respectively, to find and 
eliminate duplicate region constant expressions in Mrc and duplicate values in MC. 
Consequently, augment he symbol table with new variables for each distinct item in 
Mrc and MC. At the same time re-adjust pointers inside L to the new symbol table 
entries, and insert an assignment CIE2 := cl x c2 on entry to L for each product 
cr x c1 E Mrc. This whole step takes time and space 0( # Mrc + #MC), which is 
bounded by the number of edges traversed in Step (A6). 
The preceding discussion establishes the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. The strength reduction transformation (Tl)-(T4) can be performed in 
worst case time and space 0( # L’). 
4.2. Strength reduction with useless code elimination 
Cocke and Kennedy noted that after strength reduction is applied, it is necessary to 
apply global cleanup transformations uch as useless code elimination (i.e. elimination 
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of statements not contributing to the output) and variable subsumption (i.e. 
eliminating useless copy operations). In this section we show how to fold useless code 
elimination together with strength reduction. Our hash-free solution runs in worst 
case time and space linear in the sum of the lengths of the initial and final program texts. 
As before we assume that L is a strongly connected region of code, and De&s(u) is
a set of all definitions in L to each variable u defined in L. Instead of computing Can& 
directly, we compute the set Prods of all products appearing in L and the places where 
they occur. Also, the set IV of induction variables is not computed explicitly, but is 
detected implicitly in a simpler way. 
By a spoiler we mean any variable u for which De>(o) contains a definition not 
among the forms u:= +j or u := + j + k. We compute the set Spoilers of all such 
variables. Finally, we generalize relation Afit so that &t(x) is defined for each 
variable x (and not just induction variables) that is assigned within L. As before, let 
directed graph G denote Afct inverse. Once again, we compute the strong component 
decomposition dag Scd of G. 
Recall that those strong components of G with no incoming edges contain only 
constants and region constant variables. All other strong components of G contain 
induction variables or spoilers. Any product x x c E Prods also belongs to Cands i@ 
there is no path in G from a spoiler to x. If we mark all strong components containing 
spoilers, and mark all other components reachable from these marked components, 
then the unmarked portion of G corresponds precisely to the data structure at the 
heart of the strength reduction algorithm in the preceding subsection. Recall that the 
induction variables are all those variables contained in unmarked strong components 
that have incoming edges. 
The preceding discussion simplifies the first four Steps (Al)-(A4) of Cocke and 
Kennedy’s algorithm, and leads to an alternative linear time strength reduction 
algorithm that continues with Step (A5) of the last subsection. It also supports a new 
algorithm that includes efficient analysis for and elimination of useless code. 
Consider how the new graph G,,, of the program region L’ after strength 
reduction differs from the initial graph Gold of L. 
Lemma 45. (i) The subgraph of G induced by unmarked strong components, and the 
subgraph of G induced by marked strong components are both invariant with respect to 
strength reduction. 
(ii) The new strong components in G,,, only contain temporary variables; the only 
edges incident to these components are between each other and from them to marked 
components. 
(iii) Edges only go from unmarked to marked components, and these can only be 
deleted by strength reduction. 
Proof. Strength reduction alters loop L in the following two ways: 
(1) Assignments are introduced within L to modify temporary variables t, by Steps 
(T3) and (T4). The right-hand side of any assignment must contain only temporary 
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variables. Hence, these assignments cannot create new edges from Gold to any strong 
components in G,,, containing temporary variables. 
(2) An assignment z := x x c appearing in L can be replaced by assignment z := t,,. 
In this case, variable z must be a spoiler (since a product is assigned to it in L) that 
belongs to a marked strong component SC& of Gold, and x must appear in an 
unmarked component Scd, of Gold. Moreover, there must be an edge from Scd, to 
Scd,. After product xx c is replaced, there would be an edge from the strong 
component in G,,, containing t, to Scd,. Moreover, the edge from x (respectively, c) 
to z would be deleted in G,,, when no assignment o z remains with a use of 
x (respectively, c) on the right-hand side. q 
Let inputs be the set of input variables, outputs be the set of output variables, and 
controls be the set of predicate variables and control statements. We will assume that 
these variables are all useful, and that the strong components of G containing them, 
which we call the critical set crit, are also useful. The useful components include crit 
and all strong components of G that can reach the components in crit. 
If we assume that all statements in L are initially useful, then after strength 
reduction is applied to L once, only induction variables, region constant variables, 
and constants can become useless. Temporary variables introduced by strength 
reduction must all be useful. Consequently, only the replacement of products by 
temporaries can create useless code. And all statements that undergo such replace- 
ment will be useful in the end. 
Hence, we can modify the algorithm in the previous subsection to facilitate useless 
code elimination as follows. For each edge v --) z E G store a count of the number of 
distinct uses of v on the right-hand side of all assignments to z occurring L. This is 
implemented using a pointer linking each assignment z : = v x c in L directly into the 
adjacency list for G. In Step (A6.1), for assignment z : = v x c replaced by assignment 
z : = t,, decrement he edge counts for edges v + z and c + z in G. If any edge count 
reaches zero, that edge is deleted from G. Also, add new edges from t,, to z in G. In 
Step (A6.2) introduce a new edge in G for each assignment to a temporary variable 
introduced. In Step (A7) multiset discrimination will determine the new vertices 
corresponding to new temporary variables in G. Add a final Step (A8) in which the 
useful variables of G are computed by a linear time search through the inverse of G (i.e. 
in the opposite direction of edges in G) starting from vertices in crit. Within L all 
assignments to variables not in useful components can be removed. 
By the preceding discussion we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.6. 7’he strength reduction transformation (Tl)-(T4) combined with useless 
code elimination can be performed in worst case time and space 0( # L + # L'). 
4.3. Iterated strength reduction with useless code elimination 
Cocke and Kennedy noted that after strength reduction is applied, the new 
compiler generated variables t,, and other variables can become new induction 
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variables, and new products defined in terms of these variables can be removed by 
further applications of strength reduction [lo]. In this section we show how iterated 
strength reduction folded with useless code elimination can be solved in worst case 
time and space linear in the maximum length of the initial and final program 
texts. 
Note, first of all, that iterated strength reduction terminates, because ach iteration 
except the last must eliminate at least one product in the original strongly connected 
region L. In order to achieve the promised linear time complexity, we must be careful 
to generate only temporaries that are not useless. 
Let L’ be the final code resulting from iterated strength reduction. Let Can& be 
the set of products in the initial code L reduced by iterated strength reduction. 
Following Cocke and Schwartz [ll], we say that a temporary tvc,...c, is available in 
program region L’ if, whenever it is referenced uring execution of L’, it stores the 
value of uxcr x.+. x cj. In this case, we say that the sequence [cl, . . . , Cj] of region 
constant variables and constants is a tail of u. The set of tails of a variable or constant 
u is denoted by tails(u). By default, t, = u, and [] E tails(u) iff u is not useless in L’ 
(recall that [] denotes the empty sequence). The main task of the algorithm is to 
determine tails(u) for each variable and constant u appearing in L. It is then straight- 
forward to introduce temporary variables and generate the code to keep them 
available. 
First consider the preprocessing. We use the same graph representation G as in the 
last subsection. For each edge x + y E G, we can compute tails(x) from tails(y) by 
making use of a set Zabel(x, y), which is defined inductively as the smallest set satisfying 
the following rules. 
(1) labels( j, u) includes [ ] for each instruction u := + j, u := + j f k or u := + k f j that 
occurs in L. 
(2) labels( j, u) includes c for each instruction u := j x c that occurs in L, where c E RC 
or c is a constant. 
(3) labels( j, u) includes [ ] for each instruction u := . . .j.. . not mentioned above. In this 
case we also mark u as a spoiler. 
Let Scd be the dag representation of the strong component decomposition of G. The 
vertices of Scd are the strong components of G. Scd has an edge Cr + C2 between two 
strong components C1 and C2 iflG contains an edge from a node in C1 to a node in 
CZ . We further extend the definition of labels to edges in Std. For each edge C I + C2 
in Scd, we define Labels(C1,C1) = {c: c E labels(x,y), x E C1, y E C,}. 
We say that a component C E Scd is clean if none of its elements are spoilers, and if 
every edge x + y in G between any two nodes x and y in C has labels(x, y) = {[I}. We 
say that C is reducible if all of its ancestors in Scd are clean. It is not difficult to see that 
a variable u occurring in L becomes an induction variable in some iteration of Cocke 
and Kennedy’s algorithm iflu belongs to a reducible component. Therefore if u be- 
longs to a nonreducible component, then none of the products u x x in L are reducible. 
Since we assume that all variables occurring in L are useful initially, then the variables 
belonging to nonreducible components remain useful in L’. 
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It is straightforward to compute the reducible components of Scd by processing the 
components of Scd in topological order in the same direction as the edges. Each clean 
component C E Scd is reducible if all of its predecessors are reducible; otherwise it is 
not reducible. It follows that tails can be computed inductively according to the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 4.7. (i) The set Cands’ consists of all those products v x c occurring in L such 
that c E RC or c is a constant, and v belongs to a reducible component. 
(ii) Ifv -+ x is an edge in G, [] E labels(v,x), and [] E tails(x), then [] E tails(v). 
(iii) If v + x is an edge in G, c E labels(v, x), p E tails(x), and v belongs to a reducible 
component, then the sequence cp E tails(v). 
(iv) If v belongs to a nonreducible component, then tails(v) = {[I}. 
Let C be a component in Scd, and let x,y E C. If C is reducible, then 
tails(x) = tails(y) by Lemma 4.7(iii). If C is not reducible, then tails(x) = tails(y) = 
{ [ ]} by Lemma 4.7(iv). In either case, we define Tails(C) = tails(x) for some arbitrary 
x E C. Thus, instead of computing the tails of variables, we can compute the tails of the 
components in Std. 
One simple way of computing Tails is as follows: 
for C in Scd in topological order in the opposite direction of its edges loop 
if C is not reducible then 
Tails(C) := {[I}; 
1 else Tails(C) := UCj~sueE(Cj { XS: x E Labels(C, Ci), s E Tails(Ci)); 
if C contains output variables then 
Tails(C) := Tails(C) u { [I}; 
end if; 
end if; 
end loop; 
where Succ(CJ is the set of successors of Ci in Std. Although multiset sequence 
discrimination could be used in computing the union in line 1, the Q( #s) worst case 
cost due to each sequence s in Tails(C) is too slow. More efficient is to modify the 
preceding algorithm to generate all tails of a given length before applying multiset 
discrimination. 
Suppose strength reduction transformation (Tl)-(T4) is iterated k times before 
no new products are reduced. The ith such iteration reduces products of i + 1 
arguments, which corresponds to our computation of tails of length i for i = 1,. . . , k. 
Our algorithm will compute tails of length i = 0, . . . . k in “round” i. Initially, 
Tails(C) is empty for all components C E Std. In round i = 0, . . . . k, we compute the 
tails of length i for each component C, assuming that no new tails are generated in 
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round k + 1. When i = 0, useful program variables are detected. After each round 
i=l , . . . . k we assign a unique identifier for each distinct tail of length i. Thus, in 
round i + 1, each newly generated sequence [c 1, c z, . . . , Ci + 1 ] can be represented by 
a pair [c,,ni], where ni is the name for [cz,...,cI+i]. Consequently, in order to 
determine distinct tails generated in each ith round, where i > 1, multiset sequence 
discrimination is only needed for sequences of length 2. Implementation details are 
given below. 
Let predl = {[C1,C2]: [Cz,C1]~Scd(Cz is reducible and []ELabels(Cz,C1)}, 
and let predz = ([C1,C2]: [C,, C,] E Scd 1 C2 is reducible and Labels (C,, C,) con- 
tains some label c # [I}. We will use pred2 to generate tails of length i from tails of 
length i - 1, and use pred, to propagate tails between components. Let Tuils(C, i) be 
the set of tails of C of length i. Let Heads(i) be the set of components such that 
Tails(C, i) is not empty. Initially, we set Heads(O) = { }. Then for i = 0, . . . , k, we 
compute tails of length i: 
(1) generate tails of length i 
propagate tails of length i using pred 1 
Tails of length 0 are generated according to Lemma 4.7 (iv) as follows. 
(2) for C in Scd loop 
if C is not reducible for C contains any output variable then 
Tails(C, 0) := { [ ] > 
Heads(O) := Heads(O) u {C} 
end if 
end loop 
Tails of length 1 , . . . , k are generated according to Lemma 4.7(iii) as follows. 
(3) for C1 in Heads(i - 1) loop 
for C in pred,(C1) loop 
Tuils(C, i) := { } 
Heads(i) := Heads(i) u {C} 
end loop 
end loop 
for C1 in Heads(i - 1) loop 
for C in predz(C) loop 
2 Tuils(C, i) := Tails(C, i) u {cs: c E Labels(C, C,) - {[I}, s E Tails(C1, i - 1) 
end loop 
end loop 
perform multiset sequence discrimination on U cEHeadsuj Tuils(C, i) 
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For i = O,l, . . . . k, tails of length i are propagated in Scd according to Lemma 4.7(ii): 
(4) Heads(i) := {C E Scd ( C is reachable from the components in Heads(i) through 
edges in pred 1 } 
for C1 in Heads(i) in topological order w.r.t pred 1 in the direction of its edges loop 
perform multiset sequence discrimination on Tuils(C1, i) 
for C in predr (C, ) loop 
3 Tuils(C, i) := Tails(C, i) u Tuils(C1, i) 
end loop 
end loop 
The above representation of sequences can also be used to initialize temporaries. If 
s = [Cl, . ..) Ci] is a tail generated in round i for some i > 1, and if ni is the name of 
cc 2,. . . , ci], then we use r, to store the value of ci x a-- x cf, and insert an assignment 
t .= cl x t,, at the end of the initialization block. Once all the tails are initialized, we S. 
insert an assignment t, := u x t, at the end of the initialization block for each 
temporary t,,. 
The rest of the algorithm includes: (1) replacing products in Cands’ by temporaries, 
(2) inserting code to keep temporaries available, and (3) eliminating dead code. The 
first two tasks are straightforward, and the third one can be done easily with the help 
of the Tails sets. 
To analyze our algorithm, we note that for each tail cs ever added to Tails(C, i) at 
line 2 in code (3), there exists at least one instruction u:= j x c in L such that II E C 1 and 
j E C. Thus, a distinct instruction should be inserted to keep the temporary t,, avail- 
able. Similarly, for each tail p # [ ] ever added to Tuils(C, i) at line 3 in code (4), there 
exists an instruction u := f x or v:= +x f y in L with respect to which we need 
to insert an instruction to keep the temporary t,, available. Therefore the accumulated 
cost of code (1) is bounded from above by the size of the output code. Consequently, 
we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.8. The iterated strength reduction problem with useless code elimination can 
be soloed in time and auxiliary space 0( # L + #L’). 
Our algorithm is theoretically superior to an iterated form of Cocke and Kennedy’s 
algorithm. Let Li be the program text before the ith iteration of Cocke and Kennedy’s 
algorithm. Even if we perform dead code elimination after each iteration, the size of 
Li could still be as large as a( # L # L’), since some inserted code may stay in the 
program for Q( # L) iterations before becoming dead. Because of Lemma 4.3, each 
induction variable or region constant in Li can be in the set Afct *(x) for at most # L 
induction variables x. Thus the transitive closure Afct * can be computed in 
O( # L # LJ = O( # L2 # L’) time if we use hashing for set element addition. There- 
fore iterating Cocke and Kennedy’s algorithm can take O( L 3 # L’) hash operations in 
the worst case. A close look at their algorithm reveals that &t*(x) must only be 
computed for those variables x such that x x c is a candidate product in Li for some c. 
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Even with this optimization, iterated strength reduction with Cocke and Kennedy’s 
algorithm takes O( #L # L’) hash operations in the worst case. 
4.4. Extensions 
Two possible approaches that exploit commutative and associative laws of prod- 
ucts may reduce the number of strings and therefore temporaries generated in the 
preceding strength reduction algorithms. One approach is to use a weak form of the 
Paige/Tarjan lexicographic sorting algorithm [25] to generate strings of constants in 
some arbitrarily chosen order. Another more effective, but less efficient, approach, 
would be to actually compute the product of constants identifying each temporary, 
and to use multiset constant discrimination. 
We are currently investigating these ideas as well as extensions that implement 
a more powerful transformation integrating strength reduction of sums, products, 
quotients, exponentiations, and multivariate expressions. Such extensions would 
allow different kinds of spoilers for different arguments of candidate expressions. 
Development of simpler hash-based algorithms is another promising direction. 
5. Conclusion 
We have presented new and thoretically efficient hash-free solutions to an assort- 
ment of programming language problems. Each of our solutions has worst case 
asymptotic time and space complexities that either match or improve upon the 
expected time and worst case space of the best previous solution that involved hashing 
(under the assumption that each hash operation takes O(1) expected time). In the case 
of iterated strength reduction, our solution has worst case time three orders of 
magnitude better than the expected time of the best previous solution. 
All of our solutions have been based in large part on efficient multiset discrimina- 
tion methods for datatypes built up from basic datatypes implemented using directo- 
ries and from sequence constructors. Such datatypes include strings, lists, ordered 
trees, and ordered dags. Multiset discrimination of arbitrary datatypes formed from 
identifiers and constructors for sequences, ets, and multisets are found in [24]. The 
generic nature of these methods, and their wide ranging successful applications to 
language processing problems demonstrates a basic algorithm design tool for solving 
problems in various other areas of computer science. 
The replacement of solutions based on hashing with solutions based on multiset 
discrimination illustrates a fundamental principle of algorithm improvement. All of 
the problems considered in this paper are batch problems; i.e. problems in which all of 
the input is made available at the beginning of computation. However, each of these 
problems was previously solved by reducing it to a simpler on-line problem; i.e. by 
breaking the problem up into a sequence of simpler subproblems each of which uses 
only a portion of the original input and contributes to only a portion of the output. 
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Each solution to these on-line reformulations made use of hashing. This approach has 
the advantage of a simple easily implementable algorithm with local strategy in which 
decisions are made based on a small portion of input. In this paper each of these 
problems has been reformulated in terms of multiset discrimination, which is a batch 
subproblem. Although our algorithms are more complicated, they have better theor- 
etical performance, partly because they depend on a more global strategy in which 
decisions are made based on larger portions of input, and because multiset discrimina- 
tion can be solved efficiently. 
Although all of the algorithms given in this paper have better theoretical perfor- 
mance than their predecessors, it is not clear whether they have any computational 
advantage. An empirical investigation comparing our hash-free alternatives with their 
conventional hash-based counterparts would be worthwhile future work. 
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